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Steeped in 7,000 years of archaeological and historical treasure, set 
against a backdrop of honey coloured limestone cliffs and cerulean 
Mediterranean Sea, the islands of Malta provide some of the most 

irresistible locations for meetings and events. Few destinations can rival the 
rich contrast Malta offers between ancient monuments and modern hotels, 

medieval architecture and cutting-edge development, long-forgotten traditions 
and the latest trends.
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Day 1

o Welcome to Malta

Arrival at Malta International Airport and transfer to the ancient city of Birgu. Board a chartered gulet to cruise the 
creeks of the Grand Harbour, soaking up the intriguing architecture and rich history of its magnificent fortifications 
while enjoying drinks on board. Disembark at the hotel of choice.

o Evening - Dine like Kings & Queens

At the hotel a fleet of vintage cars is waiting to transfer you to private dinner in the lavish 18th century Palazzo 
Parisio. Roam its elegant walled gardens before gathering in one of its ornate salons to feast on a banquet fit for 
royalty.
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Day 2

o Morning - Meeting

Business meeting commences in one of the hotel’s elegant conference suites with working lunch to follow.

o Afternoon Activity - Teambuilding

Welcome to the Maltese Cooking Challenge, a test of innovation, creativity and fun. Maltese cuisine reflects the 
long relationship between the islanders and the many foreign powers that made Malta their home over the 
centuries and today teams are challenged to gather ingredients, create and present a cost effective meal typical of 
the region to honour that culinary tradition.

o Evening - La Valette Hall

One of Malta’s most imposing buildings, Sacra Infermeria, is home to this evening’s dinner. The former hospital of 
the Order of St John enjoys breathtaking views of the spectacular Grand Harbour and Meditteranean Sea, a 
wonderful backdrop for this special dinner. Afterwards Malta’s exclusive Club 22 beckons the party animals.
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Day 3

Breakfast at leisure and airport departures.
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Ivo Muscat Azzopardi Street, 8 

STJ 1905, St Julians, Malta

Ovationdmc.com/country/malta-3
Phone: +356.21.378.044

Fax: +356.21.378.045

Thank

you!


